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Well, it’s George for mayor. Well done and welcome aboard the good ship Bristol!
We’re pleased to have a BCyC member for mayor – in fact how great that one of
the three ‘cycling champions’ (as proclaimed by us in the lead up to the election)
be the winner. Not only that, but George tells us he’d actually like to be known as
a ‘super’ champion, being a founder member of Sustrans and all. So,

Dear George

Congratulations. We’re here and we’re looking forward to working with you. 

We’re here to support you when you try new things to help cycling. We’re here to
help you deliver the best for cycling in the city. And we’re here to help you to be
a positive influence for our neighbours in South Glos, BANES and North
Somerset.

You already know the arguments. You know why cycling makes sense and you
know the economic, health and social benefits of more people cycling, so we’re
not going to start lecturing you in what needs to be done. 

But what we will do is to remind you what we want. Then, you can be assured
that in the face of opposition by the vested interests and the ill-informed, you
have the support not just of the 500 odd members of BCyC but of all the citizens
of Bristol who want to see the benefits of active travel.

So here’s what we want: 

• 20mph – now! Why wait a moment longer?

• At least £11 per head of population to be ringfenced every year specifically for
cycling

• A comprehensive cycling strategy for Bristol that connects with our neighbours
and delivers the opportunity for everyone to cycle in safety

• A well thought out cycling network across the whole city to Dutch standards
that is ready to be implemented step by step as soon as money can be made
available

• A car-free city centre – again, why wait a moment longer to start this process?

• A cycling champion for Bristol with not only the responsibility, but with the
power to deliver

All this and more is covered in our Concise Cycling Strategy, which we will pres-
ent to you and your colleagues in the spring.

All the best, from all of us at BCyC.

During the run-up to the Mayoral
election Mike Frost caught up with
George Ferguson and asked him
“Which bike do you most ride?”
George replied “Mainly my
Brompton – since 2003. I think it's
brilliant and great on the train, but
certainly not for serious 'cycling'. 3
gears only – might get it enhanced!
I have one other old bike, bought
second hand in Gloucester Road
years ago, that now virtually lives in
storage in the Tobacco Factory.

VIEW FROM THE SADDLE • Martin Tweddell • Chair
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CYCLENATION CONFERENCE • Eric Booth

Bristol was at the centre of UK cycle
campaigning in October as we hosted
the highly successful Cyclenation 2012
conference. Over 90 activists pedalled
into central Bristol from towns and cities
such as Glasgow, Exeter, Nottingham,

Sheffield, Leeds, Merseyside, London,
Cambridge, Oxford and Brighton (not for-
getting Bangor). They left with a very pos-
itive view of BCyC and our city as a place
full of ideas and energy (and at least
some very good cycling infrastructure).

With a theme of “More and Safer Cycling
- National Context and Local Action”
there was a strong turnout from CTC.
Chief Executive Gordon Seabright briefed
us on the National Cycling Action Plan
(we need to keep the pressure on) and
Campaigns Director Roger Geffen on the

new CTC infrastructure policy (they're in
favour of good segregation).

Of most interest for us might be the
launch of cyclescape.org, a tool for cycle
campaign groups. This is from the
Cambridge based team that brought us
the excellent cyclestreets.net. Do take the
time to register at bristol.cyclescape.org
and get involved.

The most successful part of the confer-
ence was the innovative way we started
the day. We lead four rides and a walk,
giving a sense of Bristol as a cycling city.
There was much useful discussion and
sharing which was then brought back in
to workshops sessions, as summarised in
the boxes.

There was overwhelmingly positive feed-
back and praise for the Bristol Cycling
Campaign as hosts and organisers.
Thanks to Bristol Council and CTC for
contributing to costs, but especially to all
involved in leading rides, registering, put-
ting folk up, sharing meals and work-
shops. You did us proud!

To see the maps and talking points for
each ride, and for the full workshop report
go to bristolcyclingcampaign

Cyclenation: Take Away Lessons
1. Using the Media - 
•Figure out how your campaign will improve people!s day
to day lives and tell that story. Make use of case studies
or examples. Have a good photo that tells your story

•Social media can be an effective way of rallying support
but requires a regular time commitment. The press gen-
erally has bigger reach. 

•Tell your story in plain English. Be direct, Make it fun
where appropriate. 

•Emphasise the needs of children, elderly and disabled
(including cyclists) to feel safe and comfortable in using
infrastructure 

2. Street Interventions (infrastructure) 
•Participate in the paperwork and processes.
Demonstrate why engaging with you will benefit them.
Give the local authority credit when they do a good job.

•Get early influence in the design process through strate-
gy, policy or relationships. Responding to consultations
will have only limited effect.

3. Successful Campaigning 

•Be persistent. Accept that you are in in for the long haul.

•Plan campaigns carefully. Make them easily understood
and easy to support

We work for Bristol and the surrounding
area to be alive with people on bicycles,

where cycling is easy and everyone does it.
making us and our surroundings happier,

healthier, greener and more civilised

Our mission is to create a vibrant and inclusive cycling culture
by challenging and transforming the status quo.

We will inspire and empower people, will press for 
enhanced investment in cycling and be a strong voice 

for everyone who wants to cycle.

4. Building Alliances 
•Support your activists and allies, including those in the
council and media. 

•Working in alliances makes you more effective

•Identify mutual benefits with potential allies: what's in it
for me/you

•Be polite, reasonable and respectful

5. Developing Strategy
•You and your Council should have a vision and a con-
cise strategy to get there. There must always be an
Action Plan.

•Strategies and policies should be working for consistent
outcomes for cycling across transport, health, education
and planning.

•Political and officer determination to deliver is essential.
Implementation is what matters.

6. Building Political Will
•Always advocate for a vision that has political support,
and that support for cycling will help deliver.

•Use evidence based arguments that can be used to
support political action (=funding)

•Get to know and understand local political structures
and the key players influencing them.

Caption Competition 
Result

What was Reg saying?
“Sat nav for bicycles? Room for 

improvement then!”
Winning entry came from Gordon Webb:
receives his prize of a double pannier.

W A N T E D
P R E S S  O F F I C E R

Can you spare an hour or two a
week and fancy the chance to
try something new? Could you

be the one to help the
Campaign co-ordinate our press

& publicity? No experience
required - just enthusiasm for all
things cycling and a willingness

to learn. 
Please contact 

chair@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk.
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The Bristol Cycling Campaign is putting
together a proposal to City Hall for a seg-
regated loop around the city centre. The
Inner Loop Cycleway will link the new and
established radial routes and help cyclists
safely negotiate the “tarmac collar” of the
city’s motor traffic dominated Inner Ring
Road.

The proposed route will be designed to
the Dutch standard, sections of it already
exist through earlier developments. What
follows is a summary of our proposal.

THE ROUTE

Centre – Queen Square – Brunel Mile –
Temple Way – Bond St – St James Barton
– Silver St (or Bridewell St) – Nelson St –
Quay St.

Western extension: Marlborough St –
Upper Maudlin St – Perry Rd – Park Row
– Triangle – Jacobs Wells Rd – Anchor Rd.

BARRIERS

Bristol has made good progress with its
Cycle Greenways radiating out from the
inner city towards the outer suburbs and
the countryside - the first and still the
most successful being the Bristol-Bath
railway path. There are now half a dozen
such radial leisure and commuter
Greenways, all shared by cyclists and
pedestrians. These are paralleled by
additional signed cycle routes following
approximately the main motor traffic
roads. In addition, most of Bristol’s radial
main roads have partial cycle lanes as a
result especially of the Greater Bristol Bus
Network programme.

These routes however, are not tied togeth-
er as they approach, enter and cross the
city centre. This crucial and focal gap in
the cycleway and cycle route network
presents itself as a problem in at least two
ways. The city’s cycle routes are not per-
ceived by the public as offering a network
– rather, a set of isolated one-off routes.
The city centre and its approaches are
perceived by aspirant cyclists as a haz-
ard, given the heavy traffic and factually
poor record of incidents involving injury.

Arguably, the locus of the problem is not
the city centre itself – which has a number
of quiet routes and an increasing number
of contraflow cycle lanes on one-way
streets. Worse is the difficulty of connect-
ing between cycleways and of crossing
the Inner Ring Road. Particularly difficult
for cyclists are the main river bridges and
high-capacity roads including Temple
Way, Bond St, Lewen’s Mead and the
Centre itself. The approaches to Clifton
and the Triangle experience similar prob-
lems.

INVESTMENT

An excellent opportunity has now arisen
enabling a comprehensive solution. Put
simply, it is an Inner Loop Cycleway par-
alleling the main Inner Ring Road and
linking together all the radial Greenways
and cycle routes. The opportunity arises
because of the planned Bus Raid Transit
(BRT) city centre loop (the bit we have
fewer concerns with – Ed). This will be a
bus priority route following this approxi-
mate alignment. Investment in cycleway
infrastructure could and should parallel
this public transport infrastructure
improvement.

The BRT city centre loop plans at present
make no concession to cyclists and is
also actively removing some cycling infra-
structure on Temple Way. It is therefore
legitimate to request these plans be modi-
fied to include a measure of remedial
treatment for cycling. These modifications
and associated cycling investment legiti-
mately could be made within the BRT
budget.

DESIGN

This proposed investment should follow
current Dutch-style ‘best practice’, as out-
lined at the national cycle infrastructure
conference organised by the City Council
in October 2012.

This practice involves creating segregat-
ed cycleways parallel to main traffic roads
where these are also main cyclist desire
lines. This situation reflects the BRT city
centre loop alignment. Such cycleways
should wherever possible be separate
from pedestrian footways and may be
one- or two-way. The route should be con-
tinuous around the city centre.
Importantly, it should connect directly with
each incoming radial Greenway and
cycle-route.

The Inner Loop should also be designed
to facilitate the crossing of the city centre
Inner Ring Road and facilitate the radial
cycle routes into favourable routes
onward - into and across the city centre
itself. Due to the different motor traffic
characteristics experienced on most of
the radial cycle routes, segregated cycle-
ways may not be necessary there.
However, where a radial cycle route fol-
lows a main motor traffic route, the seg-
regation of the radial cycleway is again
desirable.

To be useful, the Inner Loop Cycleway
must be visible. It should therefore be sur-
face-marked with cycle pictogram every
40 metres and be allocated a distinctive
colour stripe to put beside each pic-
togram. Where the Inner Loop crosses

another cycle-route, cyclist signposts may
be appropriate. The Inner Loop itself
should also be named, should appear on
cycling maps and should be marketed
and publicised in the local media when it
is opened.

Some sections of the Inner Loop might be
thought already to exist in something
almost approaching a serviceable final
form: possibly including Queen Square,
and Nelson Street. However, it may be
considered that the Inner Loop would
benefit considerably by the creation wher-
ever possible of segregated cycleways in
these sections, in order to reduce conflict
with the heavy peak pedestrian flows.

Other sections are already in initial plan-
ning stage within the Council - notably the
Brunel Mile section along Portwall – and
will have their own extant programme. We
are already working on the detail of the
design and any of you who would like to
contribute to this are welcome to join our
Infrastructure Action Group, which meets
regularly (contact Secretary, p14). 

A first draft report into the full Bristol Inner
Loop Cycleway should be ready by sum-
mer 2013, although details can be
brought forward as the need exists.

If the Council accepts that the Inner Loop
should be built as an essential compo-
nent of the BRT city centre loop, then its
construction timing will necessarily be led
by that BRT programme, unless a cycling
infrastructure budget can be brought into
alignment with it.

Draft map of the Inner Loop.

At the end of September a strange bat-
tery-cage-type object appeared in the car
park at Temple Meads. Closer examina-
tion showed it to be a hire facility for
Brompton folding bicycles: www.bromp-
tondock.co.uk. 

I had been contemplating buying a folder
and we all know that with bikes you really
do get what you pay for. I’d done a bit of
research and for various reasons (most of
them quite sensible) I thought that if I
bought a folding bike then it probably had
to be a Brompton. The trouble is, even for
the cheapest model you’re looking at the
best part of a grand. Do-able (what else
are savings for?) but…(pulls face) ouch. If
only I could try before I buy…

So I was delighted to get the chance. The
financial proposition certainly works for
me. I would have maybe a dozen jour-
neys a year where I’d want a bike without
the hassle of wrangling my full size bike
on and off trains. The hire scheme have a
number of tariffs and it costs me £10
yearly membership plus eight quid for
each days usage. So at a very rough cal-
culation I could do this for nearly 10 years
before it would have been cheaper to
have bought one instead. If you wanted to
hire one for year-round commuting it
wouldn’t look so good though: on their
cheapest tariff it costs £50 for a month’s
hire with the annual membership at £50.
At that price you are just into the realms
of a second-hand purchase.

A FIELD TEST

Does the Brompton dock provide a faff-
free hire experience? I tried it out on a
BCyC ride in November, a very enjoyable
urban pootle round Cardiff. I walked to
Temple Meads, as I usually do. The hiring
process is done by mobile – you send a
text with a pin code and receive another
code to unlock one of the bays (which are
akin to changing room lockers). You pull
out the bike, unfold and check it (there is
a procedure for taking out a different one
if faulty) and then off you go.

On returning you send a repeat text and
receive the entry code for an empty bay
(so you couldn’t hire a second bike for a
friend – they would have to join the
scheme as well).

On this occasion it didn’t work entirely
smoothly. In the morning I had to enter
the code three times before the dock
would give me a bike and Gordon Webb,
also hiring for this ride, had to try five
times. Returning the bike went smoothly
for me, but Gordon was reduced to ring-
ing the emergency number quoted on the
side of the dock to get it to accept his
bike. I don’t know how typical this experi

ence is, but despite it I would feel happy
about hiring again (but then I assume that
something will always go wrong with
everything – that way life becomes pleas-
antly surprising when things work). The
Temple Meads Brompton Dock has only
been online since 16 October, so at time
of writing I’d say the experience is on the
way to being faff-free.

The hire bikes are a basic model: 3
speed and make your own luggage
arrangements. They also have a rather
odd blue and pink colour scheme.
Eventually someone realised these are the
First Great Western colours, so the bikes
match the trains. According to their web-
site, Brompton Dock is an ‘sister compa-
ny’ of Brompton Bicycle, who work in
‘partnership’ with anyone who wants to
work with them – in this case FGW – and
is prepared to fund a scheme. There are
six other locations around England (most-
ly in the south). The Guildford dock is
cited in the Association of Train Operators
cycle-rail ‘toolkit’ (http://cycle-
rail.co.uk/links/) where it states the
scheme becomes self-financing at 30%
patronage. I wonder what the figure for an
equivalent full-size hire scheme might be?

This article is not really a review of the
Brompton itself and I have no other expe-
riences of other folders to compare it with,
so I’ll restrict myself to saying that I was
quite surprised by how well the bike rode.
It felt like a real bike and the steering was
less twitchy than I expected.

THE BIGGER PICTURE

Of course now we must have the cycle
politics bit. There are sically two ques-
tions you have to ask of any new cycle
initiative. First, does it help existing
cyclists? Second, more importantly, does
it encourage more cyclists? 

The answer to the first question is a slight-
ly hesitant ‘yes’. It helps me and I sup-
pose there must be others who have
occasional uses for a folder. The answer
to the second question is, I think, an even
more hesitant ‘maybe’. I’m sure there will
be some people who might find this a
good way to experiment with cycling. It
adds a morsel to the visibility of cycling, it
adds another mini-option to the active
travel menu, it adds more overall bike hire
capacity and that is a Good Thing.

It has to be pointed out though, that this
is peripheral. It is the sort of minor facility
that would be expected in the thorough-
going cycling culture that we don’t yet
have. It almost goes without saying that
this is not going to produce a large
increase in people riding bikes, even
though it is very nice to have.

INNER LOOP CYCLEWAY PROPOSAL • Gavin Smith BROMMIE HIRE AT TEMPLE MEADS • Martin Parkinson

It’s official - folders can be 
carried on FirstBus! 

A recent Travel+ advert shows
a man stepping onto a bus 

with a Brompton.

Apparently there is some 
‘driver discretion’ about the

number of people and the size
of objects that can be carried
depending on available space,
but First Bus policy is to allow

the carriage of folded bikes.

To print out the official letter from First
Bus confirming your right to board,

search for 
‘folding bikes on busses’ on 

www.bristolcyclingcampaign.org.u
k


